Other things you should know about phone2park

Use any mobile phone and any mobile phone service provider.

Smart-phone apps coming soon will provide even greater savings and benefits.

Business and family options enable multiple phones and/or cars to operate from a single account.

Choices for topping up your account include:

- Internet banking bill payment
- Automatic top-up from your credit card
- Text to top-up from your credit card
- Use the phone2park website to top up from credit card.

Other top-up options will be available soon.

Phone2park is safe and secure and there is no pay-and-display ticket showing the time you will return to your car.

Phone2park can be used in any WCC parking zone including coupon parking.

Most of Wellington city parking is zone W01. Signage can be seen on pay-and-display machines throughout Wellington.

To check your parking time, WCC parking wardens connect to the phone2park system with a wireless handset.

What the early adopters said about phone2park

"a big benefit not having to get out of my car"

"It’s great being able to extend the parking time via text message rather than having to walk back to the car"

"The reminder text is a very valuable part of the process"

"It is a benefit not having to save up parking receipts for reimbursement"

For further information go to: www.phone2park.co.nz

Phone2park is developed by Parking Solutions
PO Box 7349, Newtown
Wellington 6242

Email: info@phone2park.co.nz

at last... one simple text and you’ve paid for your parking

no walking to the meter
extend your parking time remotely
stop payment if you return early
no bond or joining fee
Now a new super efficient way to pay for your parking.

With phone2park one simple text made from your the comfort of your car is all that is required to pay for the parking time you choose.

Another simple text can extend the time period, even if you are away from your car. And if you return early to your car you can text stop and get a refund for unused parking time.

You can opt to receive a reminder text when your parking is about to expire.

Phone2park users need no coins, there’s no hardware to buy, no pre-pay card to top up, and there’s no registration fee or bond when you join.

To set yourself up as a phone2park user you need only three things:

• a mobile phone
• access to the internet
• a bank account or credit card.

1. **HOW TO JOIN**

You can join on-line by following the simple prompts at [www.phone2park.co.nz](http://www.phone2park.co.nz)

You will need your mobile phone number and car registration plate number.

Activate your phone2park account by making an internet banking or credit card deposit.

2. **ONCE YOU’VE JOINED**

A phone2park ID windscreen display will arrive in the post within a week.

Put it in the plastic sleeve supplied and fix it to your windscreen facing out.

Now you can park and pay in any WCC managed parking space.

3. **HOW TO PAY FOR YOUR PARK**

Using your mobile phone send a simple text to 8441 indicating the time you wish to pay for and the parking zone.

eg: sending text P60W01 is a request to pay for 60 minutes parking in zone W01.

In a few seconds you will receive back a parking confirmation text.

$ **WHAT IS THE COST**

The cost of parking is fixed by WCC.

There is a small transaction fee each time you use the phone2park system, for details go to [www.phone2park.co.nz](http://www.phone2park.co.nz)

With phone2park you:

• only pay for what you use
• can receive a reminder text if your time is low (you need never receive another parking ticket)
• can stop payment if you return to your car early
• can access all your transactions on-line for easy expense claiming

These unique benefits alone can make major savings over the course of a year.